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Elaine Chou, M.A.
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ABSTRACT
 

! An investigation of Kant’s theory of aesthetic creativity to the mechanical principles of 

causal productivity allows for the redesigning of regulatory and legislative attitudes toward 

innovation. Part of the contemporary issues in tech patent law stem from misconceptions about 

epistemological basis for intellectual property. More precisely, different functions of the mind 

allow for creative innovation. The faculty of understanding leads to conceptual designs that in 

turn imply the structure and boundaries of property. The other issue entails treating conceptual 

designs as external tangible assets for which private controls may be claimed. 

! Reframing the broken patent law system in the spirit of Kant’s critical theories and value 

structure, Kant’s theory of knowledge identifies the root to proper intellectual property 

application, and the fundamental underpinnings to encourage innovation in a technological 

interactive design environment. The theoretical philosophy of Kant’s theory of knowledge 

provides a practical dimension to policy design and implementation. Thoroughly comprehending 

Kant’s concept of aesthetic creativity and his explanation of the mechanical principles for causal 

productivity provides universal epistemological solutions to contemporary tech patent issues. 

! Actively attempting to create property out of creative insight inherently causes 

confusions in the courts. Because aspects of the faculty of reason, involve an essence of “innate 

plasticity,” the aesthetic idea cannot be treated like property. Concepts, on the other hand, are 

externalizations - temporal constructs bound by space and time. Property rights may be 
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reasonably claimed over forms bound by clarity and scope. In applying Kant’s theories of 

knowledge and metaphysics, we may rethink the role of intellectual property’s “business-method 

process” in relation to technological interactive design processes that best allows humans the 

ability to socially, intellectually, and economically flourish across borders. 
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CHAPTER 1
 

INTRODUCTION
 

Technology alone is not enough. It’s technology married with 
liberal arts, married with the humanities, that yields us with the
result, that makes our heart sing. 

-Steve Jobs, Apple, Inc. 1 

Case Study 

! The most illustrative tech patent lawsuit to date, in August 2012, the Apple Inc. v. 

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. in the Federal District Court in San Jose, California held the 

verdict that Apple’s four valid utility and design patents were infringed by Samsung.2 Awarding 

Apple over $1 billion in damages draws concerns in the tech industry over unnecessarily broad 

and vague patents such as rectangular shape, round edges, one-finger scrolling, and two-finger 

gestures that arguably contribute to the role standards play in creating meaningful user 

experiences.3 While on one level, Samsung’s copying infringement remains largely undisputed, 

these interactive design processes illustrate the increasingly important role that the graphical user 

interface (GUI) or application programming interface (API) affect the realm of software 

development and the patentability of such discoveries.4 Interactive design types of claims largely 

depend on a compilation of patents filed, from design, utility, step-lock method patent, or 

functional patent, or the most recent “business model” patent. Patent adherence to classifications 

alter based on justifiable legal evidence used to support the type of patent. The interactive 

component of the user experience tends to allow these patents to be filed under business method 

patents. 

! Still, interactive design patents fall in to a larger category of “useful arts” that remains 

ambiguous for patent qualifications.5 A quagmire of complex interactive design related lawsuits 

plague the court system and the ability to innovate.6 While validating the importance of human 
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factors design, the Apple v. Samsung decision creates a war-zone for product designers, who 

interpret universal and obviously common notions similar to a “circular steering wheel” or a 

number touchpad, also known as “all-digit dialing,” first created for the telephone.7 Some argue 

that a language of gestures exist, in ubiquitous form for the total interactive user experience. 

Apple’s patents are like claiming exclusivity over the gestural language of humans, at a time 

when “intellectual property is to the digital age what physical goods were to the Industrial Age.” 8 

Problem 

! In spite of the ethical and legal complexities that direct technology patent law’s demand 

for guidelines and regulations, federal and international law is strikingly lacking in tech policy. 

The “grand challenges” of the 21st century involve a national innovative strategy that include 

high-growth and innovative-based tech entrepreneurship. Special problems present themselves 

due to constantly changing techniques and technologies. Laws specifically geared towards the 

burgeoning tech field are relatively new and constantly developing.9 It is therefore difficult to 

pinpoint accepted practices and procedures. Failure of concise patent guidelines limits a quickly-

evolving industry; high-quality patents encourage innovative intellectual property. 

! More fundamentally, challenges in the intellectual property system exist because of the 

attempt to create private rights of control over the mind’s internal processes, “which cannot be 

fully explained.” Processes of the mind, particularly that of insight and reason, cannot be reduced 

to “a controlled formula.” An aesthetic idea cannot be treated like property because it involves the 

inherently fluid and ephemeral spirit that “continually mutates.” Only temporal constructs of 

property, that of conceptual design, are externalized. It follows that externalizations may be 

possessed on the basis for a claim or title, as presuppositions of real property and tangible 

assets.10 
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! Appropriately sensitive to the ways in which inventiveness and creativity provide the real 

engine for economic growth, law through litigation, legislation, and regulation may best ensure a 

regulatory climate that best fosters innovation.11 As it currently stands, technology patent lawsuits 

endanger innovation. Nearly every tech company becomes embroiled in legal patent contentions 

and reject claims that do not merit protection. According to the Electronic Frontier Foundation, 

the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) issued 40,000 software patents in recent years, 

with numbers due to grow.12 The validity of almost 2/3 of tech patents are questionable; nearly 

80% of all court cases involve the validity of tech patents.13 In 2011, companies paid non-

practicing patent entities $29 billion in direct payouts, with overall costs averaging over $80 

billion in patent litigation and claims to the detriment of the U.S. economy every year.14 Software 

programs accounted for the fastest-growing sector of patent applications between 1980 and 2005 

according to the Brookings Institute.15 Costly and ineffective patent wars between tech companies 

divert attention away from the primary business of creating and producing innovative 

technologies. Highly dependent on rapid development, tech innovation poses new challenges to 

an antiquated patent system.16 Federal law functions on a traditionally slower development 

timeframe and thus lacks strikingly adequate protections in contemporary times.17 Ill-equipped to 

resolve issues regarding patent types, categories and qualifications of “business methods” as 

software patents relate to humanistic interactive design principles, the cumbersome and 

burgeoning patent process hinders the ability to innovate rapidly in an information abundant, 

knowledge-based era that demands quick adaptation. The creation of a more sustainable patent 

system requires new modes of thinking about this Knowledge-based era.18 

! The absence of government regulation leaves tech companies and professional 

organizations to resolve the problem of patent validity. Invalid claims constitute the most serious 

economic problem posed by intellectual property legalists. Vague patent claims create serious 
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innovative risks for technologists and consumers. Societal welfare requires more than the free 

market alone to prosper. The National Economic Council's Strategy for American Innovation 

published that “The recent crisis illustrates that the free market itself does not promote the long-

term benefit of society, and that certain fundamental investments and regulations are necessary to 

promote the social good.” 19 U.S. innovation requires some protection of creator’s rights. Finding 

balance between these protections while promoting the long-term benefit of society remains a 

continuous challenge to America’s free culture environment. The current cost-of-doing-business 

results in abhorrent waste, in an era where waste in the recent economic crisis illustrates is 

practically insupportable.20 The sustainable solution is not predicated on extremes in regulation or 

lack of regulation, but upon the balanced government initiatives sensitive to sustainably 

supporting innovation. Reasonable care in the practice of tech patent liability as well as adequate 

provisions stimulate the tech economy and lead to good policy and “good” law, with respect to 

the maximization of human dignity.21 

Argument 

! This Master’s thesis aims to provide a rigorous re-conception of tech patent law, taking 

into consideration the speed at which tech patent claims and contentions manifest themselves in 

the court system. Reframing the patent law argument requires architectural guidelines and 

boundaries grounded in sound philosophical discourse by which the language surrounding private 

rights for public well-being may be determined. The current philosophical interpretations 

surrounding intellectual property need elucidation. The theoretical philosophy of Kant’s theory of 

knowledge provides a practical dimension to policy design and implementation. A thorough 

investigation of Kant’s concept of aesthetic creativity combined with his mechanical principles 

for causal productivity provides normative solutions to contemporary dilemmas. 
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! Kant draws a relationship between creativity and property. On the theory of knowledge, 

and the creative mind, Kant explains that reason and understanding play different functions. In 

creative discourse, the faculty of reason also known as “Das All” is a time-free series of 

spontaneous insight that creates systematic unity. The faculty of reason is involved in the 

generation of ideas. Meanwhile, the faculty of understanding is the appropriation of information 

data. While it is controlled by the rules for unity, it produces time-distinct connections between 

data units called concepts. Ensuring legislative control over property-bound component of 

intellect lies in issuing patents claims over external conceptual designs, not in what the mind 

creates internally. Externalizations are tangible assets that may be considered property and 

therefore controlled by ownership rights. Because intellectual property involves both the creative 

insight as well as the application of conceptual property, policymaking and legislative confusion 

about intellectual faculties can result. The mind’s creation and the concept of property as a 

technical rule that governs production creates a mismatch in intellectual property application. 

This Kantian distinction between creativity and property provides an essential component to 

solving the tech patent wars. 

! Kant’s epistemological study bears applicability to the challenges that this Age presents. 

His philosophical reasoning clearly delineates standard terminology and differences between the 

faculty of ideas and the faculty of concepts, creates precedence for patent standards that affect the 

legal reasoning behind intellectual property. The language of knowledge establishes clear 

conceptual guidelines and the scope for intellectual property constitutional provisions. An 

equitable balance between the public rights’ need to continuously invent and respectful 

recognition of the creator’s private rights may be developed. Kant’s theory of knowledge 

contributes to a conceptual re-ordering in emergent tech intellectual property legalities. With 

creativity maximized, innovation and the spirit of commerce flourish. Restructuring the 
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underpinnings of intellectual property allows for a civil discourse where human dignity may best 

be maintained. 

Methodology & Approach 

! One of the most significant issues with software inventions is identifying the scope of 

coverage of patent claims, which define the boundaries of the patent property rights. Without 

clear boundaries, patent examiners cannot effectively ensure that the claims define over the prior 

art, and the public is not adequately notified of the scope of the patent rights.22 Defining the 

structure can be critical to setting clear claim boundaries. In particular, this study proposes to 

provide sufficient epistemological “structural” support to software patent and to clarify the scope 

of software functional language for legislative and regulatory purposes. 

! Given contemporary problems in tech patent law that plague the U.S. strategic vision for 

innovation, Chapter 1 outlines the complexities of interactive design software and tech 

development in the litigious atmosphere of tech patent liability. Responses to a malfunctioning 

patent system depend on a systematic approach to industry standards. Chapter 1 provides a broad 

overview of the general tech industry standards toward software development, in the promotion 

of competitive markets that spur productive entrepreneurship. Fundamental investments and 

certain regulations necessarily promote the social good. In harnessing the inherent ingenuity of 

the American people, a dynamic private sector generates innovation that help ensure expansion. 

Chapter 1 outlines these innovative developments in both private and public sector response. A 

strategy for American innovation lies in re-conceptualizing how the status quo may be improved. 

! In Chapter 2, I argue that Immanuel Kant’s theory of knowledge offers a conceptual 

model that restructures tech patent law in a way that encourages a sustainable strategy for 

American innovation. One major question that plagues the patent system in the courts as well as 

the patent office is the theoretical abstraction of technological ideas and therefore inventions. To 
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address this need, Chapter 2 offers a conceptual model by an 18th century philosopher who 

addresses a few contemporary challenges to patent law interpretation. This chapter provides a 

conversation for Immanuel Kant's Theory Of Knowledge, informing what it means to be human, 

and it elucidates on the conceptual confusions riddling our tech patent system. In an exposition of 

the nature of ideas, I re-examine the roots of human knowledge, how it is created and what it 

means to the human generation of ideas. This chapter provides a coherent and consistent 

understanding to a misconceived notion of “ideas,” where upon the linguistic term “concept,” 

may provide greater better accuracy. In filtering the definition of abstract ideas using logic to 

reframe the language of intellectual property, Kant lays claim to truth and harmonizes 

contemporary incoherencies. 

! Chapter 3 defines a framework on external property limitations, setting expectations and 

the scope of human knowledge within that of good governance. Clarifying ambiguities of 

language, Kant’s philosophical expositions translates vague language of intellectual property into 

clear, concise, and consistent terminology, disclosing contradictions, and allowing for minimal 

manipulation. Philosophic language serves more than jargon. To encourage a free and open global 

tech environment, conceptual discourse on language delineates legal finitude in patent 

requirements, helping to create a more equitable environment that benefits society at large. 

! Finally, Chapter 4 encourages legislative and regulatory governance toward the human 

imperative. It considers the applicability of reconceptualizing intellectual property for patent 

claims in conjunction with legal scholars’ remedies to the tech patent system. Encouraging 

legislative and regulatory governance toward the human imperative. this section maximizes 

reforming the tech patent system for the conclusory ends of fulfilling what it means to be human. 

Some scholars contend that the law is conceptually a priori to politics under the emergent model, 

making it necessarily politically indeterminate, and therefore, fixes to a malfunctioning patent 
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system are virtually impossible. Innovative forums, lobbyists, the USPTO’s willingness to hear 

ways of improving suggest otherwise. Patent law effectively supports the building blocks to 

innovative development. A modern, pragmatic intellectual property approach contributes to the 

necessary catalysts needed to jumpstart innovation in sectors of national importance, that only the 

government can provide. To develop an open and collaboratively competitive environment, 

appropriate legal tools support entrepreneurial growth. This type of governance, that which 

maximizes human dignity and autonomy, best benefits both the individual as well as society. The 

discussion moves from traditional points of conflict between the two schools of thought, one of 

private autonomy and the other of social welfare of innovation, and one toward a balanced 

discussion of what most benefits the human imperative, and finds that the economic and 

innovative imperative lie within that of the human imperative. Stable mechanisms that encourage 

innovative, flourishing Knowledge Age sustainably, then mitigates unnecessary litigiousness. 

! Related literature reviews as well as previous scholarship on tech patents and a 

restructured patent system exist in the supplemental Notes area. Appendixes provide the most 

current information as of the date of publication, considering that patent law changes day-to-day. 

Illustrations visually enhance the arguments. 

Project Scope 

! Rather than propose to solve all questions related to patent law, this paper begins a 

conversation that explores and promotes an openly innovative culture, investigating the 

theoretical and legal implications of intellectual property as a means to maximizing human 

dignity and autonomy. Examining the classics allows for one understanding of creative genius, a 

fundamental component of innovation, and offers an epistemological dialogue about how 

intellectual property promotes economic viability for free cultural exchange.  ! 
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! Not limited to patent law legalese, this paper focuses primarily on the importance of an 

epistemological understanding of intellectual property in American society, supplemented by 

legal protections as part of our free culture, and mechanisms to do so in the context of a 

patentable process in a tech interactive design environ. Given the confines of time and space, this 

study inherently focuses on very narrow form. This discussion does not cover all aspects of the 

premise of free culture, defining free culture in an economic or legal sense. For that, I rely 

primarily on Lawrence Lessig’s Free Culture : The Nature and Future of Creativity and his 

writing on The Future of Ideas : The Fate of the Commons in the Connected World.23 

! In more general terms, this study is not a discourse on the broken patent system, how 

broken it is, nor is this a study on what policymakers do wrong. A wealth of scholarship 

elucidates on these issues.24 This work does not focus on an analysis of the Patent and Trademark 

Office, classic intellectual property theory, or the history of intellectual property development. 

Not a philosophy of law, an economic study on the benefits of innovation or information 

technology, nor offering expertise in information technology policy or a discussion on innovation 

threats, rather, this work provides a multidisciplinary study emphasizing the importance of a well-

functioning intellectual property system in philosophical and cultural context. It emphasizes the 

highest order of what it means to be human in an intelligible world.25 

! For practical reasons, this work assumes core American values based on a philosophical 

framework. It serves as a philosophical entry into Kant’s theory of knowledge as a foundation to 

tech patent intellectual property. Delving deeper into notions of innovation, ethical questions 

draw upon continuous studies in intellectual history and philosophy. Contemporary tech business 

solutions may draw upon these contextualizations, provided that elucidating on Kant’s theory of 

knowledge may be one of the main, but certainly by far not the exclusive means of modification 

to contemporary innovative concerns. Immanuel Kant’s theory of knowledge lends a leading 
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epistemological view that addresses the complexities faced in tech patent law. In applying the 

multidisciplinary, nuanced approach to fields of law, tech, and policy, we find that sharing various 

of epistemological methods carefully drafted and enacted upon, may alter tech patent law’s 

approach to encourage universal ends. Exploring additional modes of knowledge enquiry to 

address contemporary issues require further investigation. 

! Complementary studies would provide practical application to today’s intellectual 

property dilemmas, including contributions to software patenting, other countries’ response to 

software patenting, the effectiveness of business model process patents , “means-plus-function” 

language implications, as well as application of aesthetic creativity and neuroscientific studies to 

intellectual property. Henceforth, more research in the field of software patenting including the 

implications of shorter patents, as well as analysis of software copyrighting may increase the 

quality and impact of tech innovation. Other studies involving the historical formation of software 

intellectual property, case law and rulings, in addition to the rationale behind the rulings and the 

application of philosophical understanding, extend beyond the purview of this study. 

! Accordingly, this work contains a survey of literature in specific areas of intellectual 

property, asking pertinent questions about the outstanding technological issues. Legislative and 

regulative mandates rely on the legal scholars’ familiarity with logistics within the patent system 

as well as software technological wherewithal. Across the board, this work contextualizes an 

American culture-based movement driven in part by the benefits of technology. It focuses on the 

benefits of reframing an approach to intellectual property legislation in an age of intellectualism, 

embedded in a mindset of American democracy and justice.26 
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Overview of Tech Patent Law and the U.S. Patent System 

Standards & Definitions of Intellectual Property 

! Legal principles in intellectual property remains an evolving field. A brief primer to the 

current standards and definitions of intellectual property include the U.S. Constitution’s Article I, 

§8.8 reference to Congress’s authority “To promote the progress of science and useful arts, by 

securing for limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings 

and discoveries” in regards to patents and copyright.27  By and large, patent eligibility must 

satisfy several procedural and substantive requirements. For statutory provisions, §§101, 102, 

103, 112 determine patent eligibility. Among several hurdles, the application claims statutory 

subject matter within the meaning of 35 USC §101 of the Patent Act, relates to subject matter 

whether an invention is patentable.28 Patents may be issued for a classification as a new and 

useful process, machine, manufacture, composition of matter, or any new and useful 

improvement thereof, subject to the conditions and requirements of this title. On the grounds 

deemed statutory subject matter, one of explicitly four “fundamental principle” named 

categories : processes, machines, manufactures, and composition of matter must be met.29 Recent 

technology-based claims in Supreme Court of the United States (SCOTUS) decisions and USPTO 

guidelines focus on the process / method category.30 The Federal Circuit’s interpretation of the 

SCOTUS’s opinions further emphasizes that “mental processes” do not qualify as statutory 

subject matter eligible for patent protection, specifically noting that “the patent statute does not 

allow patents on particular systems that depend for their their operation on human intelligence 

alone.” 31 

! Often, contentions in tech patent law lie in legal qualifications of “business model 

process” or “machine-or-transformation” tests. Re: Bilski and recent cases reject process claims 

on these software, business methods, and diagnostic tests to the three prime examples of 
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“knowledge products.” 32  Categorical distinctions between “mental processes” and “business-

method processes” of “knowledge products” remains universally nebulous. Not surprisingly, the 

Federal Circuit interprets these methods inconsistently. 35 USC §301 replaces the word “art” with 

“process,” defined in section §100 whereby the courts determine the meaning to be that of process 

or method. In 2012 the unanimous decision in Mayo Collaborative Services v. Prometheus 

Laboratories, Inc. raised questions about the mental steps or law of nature regarding software 

patent claims.33 The tests for statutory subject matter substantially abrogated prior formulation. 

Each of these Constitutional provisions and established guidelines affects the implementation of 

patent law. 35 USC §102 defines the statutory novelty and other conditions for patentability, 

which offers one frequent method of tech patent invalidation, stating that “Any new and useful 

improvement thereof” begs vagueness in novel development. 35 USC §103 discusses the non-

obviousness of the subject matter.34 

! The reality of inventions involves the cumulative nature of inventions, with knowledge of 

an invention serving as input for future inventions. Special problems exist due to constantly 

changing techniques and technologies as well as interpretation. Sources of authority for tech 

patent standards remain ever changing in this evolving field that evokes limited professional 

guidelines. The contemporary environment encourages new business and opportunities for the 

Patent & Trademark office, legislative resources, and policymaking to transition to higher-quality 

standards setting, issued with an intent to support innovative intellectual property.35 

The Problem of Interactive Design Software and Tech Patent Liability 

! To compound issues in conceptualizing intellectual property, software production 

elements encourage human factors interactive design, which philosophically abstracts the 

qualification of “useful arts" legal jargon. The difficulty in specifically defining “useful arts” 

legally as well as philosophically makes for vague claims. The “limits of abstract patent claims in 
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an intangible economy” lead to further abstractions compel defining what “abstract ideas” convey 

in the context of "useful arts" in both design and production.36 With the prolific issuing of patents, 

unanswered questions in the court system remain. Chapter 2 elucidates an epistemological 

discussion about idea abstraction. In CLS Bank In't v. Alice Corp held July 2012, the court 

expressed concern over the effectiveness of the “abstract ideas” test and the potential adverse 

economic impact resulting from the test’s uncertainty.37 The U.S. Court system struggles to 

answer these questions or altogether neglects addressing esoteric epistemological issues. Another 

recent decision merely concluded that “a claim that is drawn to a specific way of doing something 

with a computer is likely to be patent eligible whereas a claim to nothing more than the idea of 

doing that than on a computer may not.” 38 

! Paramount to intellectual property protections, the fundamental issue of what an “abstract 

idea” entails pervades. Without arriving to consensus on this extraordinarily rudimentary, yet 

inherently complex, question incites outstanding legislative and policy matters and results in 

continual struggles with overly-broad and vague interpretations to intellectual property claims.39 

Like many judges who have encountered patent claims, Judge Newman, recognizes how modern 

issues raise philosophical intellectual property concerns, blatantly asking if the Mayo 

Collaborative Services v. Prometheus Labs., Inc. case in 2012, indeed, illustrated a “search for a 

universal truth: in the broad sweep of modern innovative technologies, does this invention fall 

outside the breadth of human endeavor that possibly can be patented under §101?” 40 Avoiding 

potentially metaphysical discussions risks consequences associated with impeding America’s free 

culture environment.41 In developing balanced governance for public welfare while maintaining 

private interest, a human factors element exists in the compilation and execution of machine code 

for the benefit of the end-user experience.42 Ideas that underlie an invention may be broken down 
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to different levels of abstraction. The more abstract a claim, the greater the scope, the broader 

result of patent coverage. 

! Interactive design features are, in themselves, an abstraction of underlying machine 

functionality. Key inventive features often lie in the essence of the invention of human factors 

design.43 This level of abstraction corresponds directly to the scope of the claim. Societal welfare 

requires more than free markets and market economics, and U.S. innovation requires necessary 

protection of creator’s rights.44 

Developing an Advanced IT Ecosystem 

! Along the vein of applying philosophical insights to modern life, innovation subsists as 

the cornerstone to genius and prosperity, where the culture of innovation lies in a culture of what 

it means to be human. Bridging legal and social issues in a multidisciplinary values approach that 

every human life is of inestimable value, it is in the tradition and mission of liberal studies, that of 

a classical understanding that lends a discerning mind to contemporary issues.45 For a broader 

world view, understanding the classics contributes to deeper strategic analyses and discerning 

judgement. Production provides tremendous support to these strategic needs.46 

! Creating concrete, measurable, and reproducible progress, pragmatic approaches turn to 

new developments in today’s science and industry response to the U.S. political strategy on 

innovation.47 Transitioning from serving industrial age technology needs, MIT transformed itself 

into a leading incubator for the digital era.48 A stimulating and collaborative environment brings 

together the world’s best and brightest entrepreneurs, to help them nurture and transform ideas 

into real-world business solutions. Tech entrepreneurship is the “new sexy.” Harvard Business 

School’s I-Lab (“I” for innovation) embraces a full-throttle effort to transform itself into a leader 

in the increasingly important world of tech entrepreneurship.49 Meanwhile, Stanford’s d.School 

Design Group offers “innovative masters series” curriculums, pioneering strategic leadership in 
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innovation.50 Major universities dramatically reinvent themselves in this thriving, new economy. 

In creative cooperation, lies the premise that motivating energies change the world. A world-class 

education in science and industry responds by recognizing that technology has the ability to foster 

equality and to create more just, stable, and sustainable communities. Reinforcing the human 

imperative to communicate across socio-economic sectors, then bridges data, big ideas, and 

knowledge transference.51 Comprehensive studies on innovation and investigative treatise in 

multidisciplinary discourse adds breadth and wisdom to the complexities of innovation and 

creativity. 

! Immanuel Kant’s theory of knowledge lends expertise to intellectual property protections 

in an intellectually emergent age. Technological advances continue to democratize, allowing 

people to make significant differences with minimal resources, simply by connecting. Harnessing 

the human imperative to create and produce, society flourishes.  As communities prosper, 

innovation and cooperation initiates “world-class care.” 52 The Information Age turned to 

Knowledge Age presents an array of resources and attitudes, creating a different mindset. The 

goal is both simple and ambitious. The speed at which technology develops, challenges the law to 

keep up. Merging the legal side and technical side echoes what is to come: distinct value 

orientations in multi-disciplinary approaches that create models of reform by re-redefining 

invention. The complexity of the world’s greatest challenges exist, in part, as manifestations of 

classic demons where elegant solutions lie in the unity of the various conversations, not in the 

disciplinary isolation of smaller projects. 

! The “Vision for American Innovation” reflects government regulatory concerns as The 

White House attempts to address the “grand challenges” of the 21st Century.53 Creating “National 

Policies as Platforms for Innovation” provide goals that are critical for local and global 

competitiveness.54 Intellectual property rights stand out as distinctly national policies for 
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promoting innovation and increasing competitiveness. Markets need a sensible national 

competition policy, particularly one that encourages the integration of innovations to enable a 

country's economy can adapt to changing conditions. “Intellectual property law provides 

incentives for innovation and provides legal mechanisms for protecting and monetizing 

intellectual assets. Nations that open their markets to the forces of competition will see greater 

productivity and prosperity.” 55  Governments focus on improving education and on finding the 

best ways to embrace technology. The rhetoric is persuasively consistent - no nation wants to be 

left behind. Countries that innovate prosper. Those that do not, face a steady decline in 

productivity. Pro-innovation policies support an innovative environment, largely as a result of 

different legal and economic policies at the federal level.56 A few national initiatives include 

setting an open, competitive environment for businesses and individuals, encouraging high-

growth innovative entrepreneurship, developing tech innovation clusters, innovation teams, 

research and development initiatives. Promoting intellectual property in competitive markets 

demonstrates one response to Age of Knowledge concerns where intellectualism serves as the 

most valuable and powerful durable asset (See APPENDIX II -  1. Innovation For Sustainable 

Growth & Quality Jobs, p. 58). 

! Encouraging free and open tech development suggests a means toward innovative 

availability. The Obama Administration commits to increasing governmental response that 

promotes and harnesses innovation by encouraging departments and agencies to experiment with 

new technologies and by encouraging high-impact collaborations by tapping in to both public and 

private sector expertise to develop high-risk, high-reward policy tools that better solve tough 

world problems.57 The Obama Innovation Strategy promotes investing in American innovation by 

developing an advanced information technology ecosystem, “for America to lead the world in the 

technologies of the future” and to lead competitive markets to spur productive entrepreneurship, 
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taking risks in the global exchange of ideas and innovation.58 Essential to creating new and 

vibrant businesses that lead to new jobs and economic growth, the national innovation strategy 

focuses on pillars of lasting prosperity, including attention to our physical and technological 

infrastructure and avoiding bubble-driven growth of the past.59 This vision seeks to promote a 

less litigious atmosphere that stymies innovation, creating tactical agendas that reinforce respect 

for intellectual property and developing appropriate legal doctrines, provisions, and acts for tech 

innovation to stimulate the economy. Actions such as these reinforce appropriate governance in 

the age where protecting intellectual property rights serves as material wealth for what it means to 

be human. 

Current Government Regulatory Response & Inherent Policy Challenges 

! Recently, Justice Posner of the 7th District Court in Illinois stated that the malfunctioning 

patent system warrants sufficiently serious attention from Congress and the courts.60 Recognizing 

the broken system’s widely damaging effects on innovation and the economy, Posner stated, “The 

result is huge patent thickets, creating rich opportunities for trying to hamstring competitors by 

suing for infringement -- and also for infringing, and then challenging the validity of the patent 

when the patentee sues you.” 61  He maintained that patent protection in the software industry is 

“on the whole, excessive” and called for necessary, major reforms because the “one size fits all” 

model lacks effectiveness.62 According to Posner, “Intellectual creativity in fact if not in legend is 

rarely a matter of creation ex nihilo; it is much more often incremental improvement on existing, 

often copyrighted, work, so that a narrow interpretation of fair use can have very damaging 

effects on creativity.” 63The possibility of adapting patent policy to different industry-specific 

needs raises “provocative conversations.” 64 

! Other initiatives to the patent system include the American Invents Act (AIA) signed into 

law in 2011.65 Representing the most significant change to the U.S. patent system since 1952, the 
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Act switches the system from a “first to invent” to the reflect a “first to file” system more in line 

with european counterparts. Central provisions take effect March 16, 2013.66 One of a few major 

contentions, critics argue, is that the new law favors larger, well-established tech firms who have 

the internal resources for patenting over small business inventors, where the majority of tech 

innovation arguably arises.67 Additional contentions exist, though of lesser value or negative 

impact to American innovation.68 

! Recognizing the urgent need to ensure greater cooperation in intellectual property 

standards internationally that allow U.S. technologies to compete, the USPTO has responded with 

the desire to  administer the patent system effectively and issue high-quality patents on innovative 

intellectual property, while rejecting claims that do not merit patent protection.69 Recent 

roundtable events held nationally sought input from scholars, technologists, and large tech 

corporations.70 In February 2013, Congress re-introduced the SHIELD Act, a bill that directs 

responsibility to non-practicing entities to cover legal fees and costs if the courts determine patent 

invalidity or non-infringement.71 Noticeably having a critical impact on innovation and the U.S. 

economy, policymakers develop timely legislation in response to an encumbered tech patent 

system (See APPENDIX I - Current Patent Trends, p. 57). 

The Age of Knowledge and Communication 

! In “The Age of Human Capital” as Gary Becker famously coined, this Knowledge Age 

exhibits a revolution in cultural communication, that of the human vocation to communicate in a 

free culture environment.72 As society enters into new intellectual property landscape, the 

“explorer” mentality overrides that of the American colonial “conqueror” or industrial mindset 

(See Illustration II). A Knowledge Age, also known as an “Intellectual Property” Age, demands 

protection in  the manifestation of prolific intellectual property rights, by which self-creators hold 

responsibility and entitlement to the products of their own mind.73 
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! Balanced intellectual property protections serve as an equitable means for innovation 

where stability, sustainability, social change and economic viability may be found. The social 

atmosphere calls for shifts in maximizing gains and opportunistic promotions over minimizing 

losses, fulfilling responsibilities and acting with vigilance in a prevention-minded mindset.74 The 

intellectual property complaints of 2012 requires new paradigm shifts to solve.75 Still, what 

pervades throughout history even in the digital area of connectedness is the universal premise that 

communication leads to knowledge, which reinforces what it means to be human.76 
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CHAPTER 2
 

INHERENTLY ABSTRACT INVENTIONS
 

Geniuses, just as the stars, must shine without pay. 

- Swiss saying, Innovation and Its Discontents1 

! In the software patent case CLS Bank Int'l v. Alice Corp held on February 8, 2013, the 

Federal Circuit remained deeply divided about what constitutes an abstract idea.2 The alleged 

infringer CLS Bank filed a brief arguing that patents owned by Alice Corp lacked “any core 

inventive concept and therefore lacks subject matter eligibility under Section 101 of the Patent 

Act” after Alice originally sued CLS claiming four infringement allegations covering “a 

computerized trading platform for exchanging obligations in which a trusted third party settles 

obligations between a first and second party so as to eliminate ‘settlement risk’.” 3 Because §101 

of the Patent Act provides, “Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, 

manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a 

patent therefor, subject to the conditions and requirements of this title,” the courts investigated the 

"notion of ‘preemption’” to further elucidate §101’s “abstract idea exception.” 4 While subject to 

the statute’s three exceptions : laws of nature, physical phenomena, and abstract ideas, patent 

categories typically cover “processes, machines, manufactures, and compositions of matter.” 5 

Thus, a patent application “may be denied, or an issued patent may be ruled invalid, if it is 

deemed to be drawn to an abstract idea.” 6 

! Of particular importance in the field of software and category of business method patents, 

lies inquiries highlighting the imperative that “the patent laws not inhibit further discovery by 

improperly tying up the future use of ‘laws of nature.” However, preemption exploration leaves 

the long-unsettled question of what constitutes an “abstract idea” unexplained and unclear.7 Thus, 

determinations of un-patentably under Section 101 of the Patent Act remain obscure.8 If the 
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totality of the patent describes how to implement or apply an abstract idea, then it is patentable 

under §101, judges contend.9 However, law constituting stare decisis goes back [more than] 150 

years.10 Any worthy discussions of the meaning of an abstract idea remain notably absent from 

Bank v. Alice as well as SCOTUS decisions, regulatory discussions, including from bodies 

legislating intellectual property. Indeed, any ambiguity in the definition of abstract idea “causes 

the most confusion regarding subject matter eligibility.” 11 

! Intellectual property patent claims covering inherently abstract inventions exists when the 

level of abstraction of a patent claim corresponds directly to the scope of a claim. A patent claim 

must define the “essence of the invention” disclosed in a patent, delineating the key inventive 

features of the claimed subject matter.12 To the benefit of the patent filer, the more abstract a 

claim is, the greater its scope is, and the broader the resulting patent coverage.  However, ideas 

that underlie an invention deconstruct into many different levels of abstraction. It follows 

that“drafting” a patent claim to a computer implemented information processing innovation in the 

broadest terms permissible by the prior art involves reciting an abstraction of software features, 

which themselves are an abstraction of the underlying functionality of the machine. The challenge 

of defining a boundary between an abstract idea and patentable subject matter for tech patent 

claims having abstraction-upon-abstraction proves formidable to say the least.” 13  Current patent 

issues toward software interpretations that remain extensive and where highly technical jargon 

reflects subject matter expertise, extend beyond legal scholarship. 

! The best and most effective solution to these inherently complex issues, where 

multifaceted problems persist across various industries, remains murky and contentious. 

Founding fathers and classical interpretations of intellectual property root in philosophical 

notions. Recent scholars warrant philosophical discussions limited grounding amidst 

contemporary discussions, having branched away from this methodology or finding narrow 
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consensus surrounding theoretical disputes. I argue that in light of challenges posed recently, the 

need to revisit classical interpretations provides an imperative for a solutions-oriented 

architecture essential to intellectual property’s sustainable growth. The framework set by the 

philosophers helps elucidate the current situation under historical context. 

! One 18th century philosopher offers a conceptual model that addresses a few 

contemporary challenges to patent law interpretation. Immanuel Kant provides an 

epistemological interpretation of intellectual consciousness where his theory of knowledge 

presents a controlled theory of cognition.14 His investigation of epistemology elucidates 

contemporary queries about the meaning of “abstract ideas.” In this way, Kant's theory of 

knowledge echoes Plato's view of the innate structural mind. Aesthetic judgement, the talent 

needed for universal expectation, lies in spirit which then leads to a profile of creativity as part of 

an inventory of operating mental faculties. Kant’s work in the Critique of Pure Reason, Critique 

of Practical Reason, and Critique of Judgement lays out the complicated approach to inherently 

abstract inventions based on inherently abstract ideas.15 For the purposes of this thesis, I 

summarize the web of faculties and concepts, more or less, in linear form for the purposes of 

clarity. In reality, the concepts of aesthetic creativity and mechanics for causal productivity exist 

in multi-dimensional inter-relation, not as easily qualifiable concepts of knowledge as Kant’s 

sensitive and nuanced interpretation suggests. 

The Nature of Ideas & The Faculty of Freedom 

! As recently as March 20, 2012 in Mayo Collaborative Services v. Prometheus 

Laboratories, Inc. the courts questioned whether Prometheus’s patent held an un-patentable 

mental step, observing a relationship between metabolites, efficiency, and toxicity.16 The question 

of the claim constituting patent-eligible subject matter, whereby processes incorporating a 

fundamental principle may be patent-eligible under §101, called for physical transformations or if 
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the claims encompassed correlations, and therefore natural phenomena, deemed to be “natural 

law.” 17  SCOTUS viewed re: Biliski’s “machine or transformation” test as an “important clue” to 

patentability.18 And yet, SCOTUS concluded that “we must recognize the role of Congress in 

crafting more finely tailored rules where necessary. . .  We need not determine here whether, from 

a policy perspective, increased protection for discoveries of diagnostic laws of nature is 

desirable.” 19 The question of patentability and abstract ideas related to mental processes, where 

SCOTUS determined that issues of natural law were considered “specifics” beyond their 

jurisdiction. On July 5, 2012, the USPTO evaded defining and describing what an abstract idea or 

natural law entails, offering only that “process claims in which a law of nature, natural 

phenomenon, or naturally occurring relation or correlation is a limiting element or step,” to patent 

law.20 Thus, further investigation of Immanuel Kant’s theory of knowledge helps elucidate these 

pertinent and outstanding epistemological questions that both the courts and patent regulators 

encounter. 

! Amidst the deeply-rooted desire to heal a malfunctioning patent system sits a 

philosophical framework explaining the nature of ideas. The strategy for diagnosing the problem, 

underlying the problem, exists in distilling the central issue. The limitations of intellectual legal 

interpretations with respect to tech interactive design involve different functions of the mind. The 

faculty of reason and the faculty of understanding both play a role in creative innovation. Reason, 

the faculty of “The All” is free of time, occurs spontaneously, and is based on insight that cannot 

be illustrated or taught. The faculty of understanding, meanwhile, is a toolbox for appropriating 

data-oriented units. Time causal elements help organize data in a temporal sequence that can be 

illustrated by images. The faculty of understanding is a productive activity creating concepts, that 

can be taught and appropriated. Underlying the legal understanding of tech patent’s useful arts 

denotes a critical categorical mistake in the interpretation of abstract ideas and external concepts. 
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Reason collaborating with imagination cannot be treated as real property, whereas actualized 

concepts may be owned and controlled. 

! The existence of inherently abstract inventions, Kant would contend, fundamentally lies 

the nature of ideas, wherein abstract ideas exist beyond space and time. “Such presentations of 

the imagination we may call ideas. One reason for this is that they do at least strive toward 

something that lies beyond the bounds of experience . . .  indeed the main reason, for calling those 

presentations ideas is that they are inner intuitions to which no concept can be completely 

adequate.” 21 The nature of ideas exists in imagination, that of ideas that can allow for insights. 

! Imagination’s driver is the intellectual faculty of reason, that is both limitless and 

timeless. Human agency’s internal law compels beauty, as a natural symbol of freedom: freedom 

in the mind and therefore freedom of knowledge. The mind’s creative capacity involves reason, 

and the way the mind feels its own state. Possessing an energy of indefinite flexibility, the 

creative moment illustrates a purposiveness without purpose, outside the vocabulary of “things” 

and “concepts.” Aesthetic judgement naturally symbolizes human autonomy. “The presentation 

aesthetically expands the concept itself in an unlimited way, then the imagination is creative in 

[all of] this and sets the power of intellectual ideas (i.e reason) in motion . . . .” 22  Creativity 

produces energy which then generates ideas, not sterile concepts. The special faculty for 

creativity is not a cognitive faculty, an understanding nor a logical explanation, but rather 

involves the faculty of reason. Creativity roots in neither causality nor empiricism. Packed with a 

feeling or essence of energizing possibilities, beauty involves mental faculties that help produce 

the aesthetic idea. ! 

! Examining the abstract nature of ideas decisively delineates the legal basis for intellectual 

property, and therefore, explains the reasons why inventions appear inherently abstract. 

Categorizing intellectual property entirely as real property, that of a tangible asset, results in a 
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critical categorical mistake. Two main elements characterize the intrinsically separable faculties 

of knowledge, both the ideas generated and the concepts that result. Ideas encompass inherently 

abstract components of genius and creativity, while concepts hold attributes of mechanical 

productivity and the components of real property. This chapter focuses primarily on the 

philosophical and metaphysical abstract nature of ideas which comprises inherently abstract 

inventions. Naturally broad, aesthetic ideas cannot be reduced to single expressions wherein 

conclusions can be logically compelled.23 Treating creativity as real property is a creative mistake 

which cannot be explained. Creativity entails reason and the intellect collaborating with 

imagination. The general profile of creativity is the core aesthetic element. The properties of 

genuine creativity holds an aesthetic foundation in “geist,” a spirit, energy, or a moving force 

qualitatively different from how science is defined. Spirit cannot be treated as real property, a 

concept of temporal construct. Herein lies the basis for the prolificacy of abstract ideas, created 

and produced in part by mental faculties. 

! The theoretical philosophy of Kant’s theory of knowledge provides a practical dimension 

to policy design and implementation. A thorough comprehension of Kant’s theory of aesthetic 

creativity combined with his mechanical principles for causal productivity provides universal 

solutions to contemporary problems. Patent claims bound by time and space, of finite material 

may be conceptualized by patent protections. Today, mixed objects of “useful art” entail pure 

aesthetic objects of clear practical purpose. Practicality depends on aesthetic success. Such 

practicalities of property can be possessed, but insight and aesthetics cannot. The aesthetically 

beautiful harmoniously transcends the world of space, time, numbers, and the empirical world. 

There is more to reality than the organizing categorical implications of science. Aesthetic 

appreciation depicts science as the production of an object of beauty. These two faculties of 
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insightful feeling and concept influence intellectual property’s proper functioning and structure of 

statutory law. 

! The ability to think rationally, logically, and to draw inferences relies on reason. Reason 

is the faculty for human freedom, for seeing the “whole” of something. Reason enables the mind 

to step back from sequential processes and see the system in entirety. The mind has foresight to 

see the whole picture which negates time. “Thinking by Reason” involves the “Totality of 

Things,” the sum total of what is real, that of knowledge, and how it fits together in what Kant 

defines as the “Das All” of reason, thinking in totality. Reason is insight not caught up in the 

particularities. It holds no idiosyncrasies or cultural obstacles but exists in purely universal 

form.24 Reason involves two components, the theory of aesthetic creativity and genius. The 

special, creative capacity of the mind produces energy. Not a sterile concept conceptualizing itself 

in the creative idea is born the way the mind feels about its sense of as free self. It deals, not with 

the mind as a thing, but with the mind as a feeling or an essence. The creative energy produced in 

the way the mind feels about its own state, is not reducible to concepts.25 The creative idea is 

packed with productive energy. Indefinite modes of creativity results from freedom. Different 

from the source of knowledge, the aesthetic idea produces creativity. Genius is the mind’s 

capacity for giving a rule to the imagination to produce something beautiful. The rule of reason 

involved with imagination helps create new ideas. These rules leave faculties free to work in 

conjunction with the understanding’s sense of taste to create the foundation of invention. Genius, 

at the core, holds incorporeal elements.26 

! Indeed, modern American courts’ interpretation of the faculty of genius remains 

historically ambiguous. In 1944, the USPTO illustrated a general misconception of genius in 

when it instituted a “Flash of Genius” test for invention, arguing that “the interest in patents of 

highly trained technical men is not paramount to but incidental to and the result of their work in 
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their particular field.” 27The validity of patent requirements depended on vague interpretations of 

genius to determine patent’s set of exclusive rights granted to the creator. “The circumstances 

under which the alleged invention was made were ordinarily not examined. The oath of the 

applicant was considered as a sufficient prima facie showing intention provided the article itself 

was sufficiently novel. This principle simply emphasizes the importance of individual 

achievement which is the aim of the patent law.” 28 The inherently abstract nature of “genius” 

exacerbated patent debates surrounding “novelty” and “non-obviousness” qualifications. The 

mental powers of combining imagination and understanding constitute genius.29 

! Genius consists of the ability to “hit upon a way of expressing these ideas that enables us 

to communicate to others, as accompanying a concept, the mental attainment that those ideas 

produce.” 30  Moreover, the ability of genius involves “spirit,” that of insight, intuition, and 

essence.31 Recognizing that “there is no invention without inventive genius,” the courts 

eventually admitted the problematic nature of the “Flash of Genius” test, trending toward “the 

character of the individual achievement rather than the qualities of the product in determining 

patentability.” 32The advent of technological patent claims exacerbates patent’s set of exclusive 

rights granted to the creator, by once again raising epistemological concerns. Interpretations about 

“novelty” and “non-obviousness” are brought to the fore. Historic precedence also reflects recent 

patent decisions that attempt to pass a law protecting a creative idea, inadvertently mimicking the 

1944 “Flash of Genius” notions, when emphasizing a return to “the character of the achievement” 

over “patentability qualifications” and where the burden of proof of patentability lies with the 

applicant rather than on a consistent philosophical basis.33 

! The aesthetically abstract idea is a product of reason working with imagination. “Fine art 

must necessarily be regarded as arts of genius.” 34Aroused by humans’ natural artistic ability 

nurtured in free play, genius manifests the immaterial, non-quantifiable essence.35 “Genius is the 
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exemplary originality of a subject’s natural endowment in the free use of his cognitive powers.” 36 

Where the faculty of art and genius leads to knowledge creation, Kant accordingly maintains that 

freedom, the necessary characteristic to harness the faculty of genius, enables invention to occur. 

“The principle of the human will, as a will universally legislating through all its maxims, is a 

principle of autonomy.” 37The mind feels its own activity in interaction with itself, feels itself, and 

thus generates the excitement in creating a work of art. The moving force of an aesthetic idea 

creates a breeding pool of mental energy, where aesthetic creativity captures the essence of 

energy where “the judging person feels completely free as regards the liking he accords the 

object.” 38This feeling of freedom compels feelings of excitement in “thinking by reasoning,” 

seeing the totality of things. The will, “subject to the law in such a way that it must also be 

viewed as self-legislating,” is the necessary characteristic for genius. The faculty of genius 

invokes the creative process. Genius calls forth the universal aesthetic moment.39 

! Freedom is “the key to the explanation of the autonomy of the will,” and relates to a non-

corporeal substance of spirt in autonomous play. Freedom is “only an idea of reason” in 

purposeful play of the powers of our mind.40 The individual who follows his reason is “free in a 

much grander sense, that of legislating to himself and to nature . . . . The complement to and 

explanation of this view of freedom is creativity.” 41Aspects of the free spirit involves this 

atemporal, boundless and timeless quality of abstractness where “every rational being that has a 

will also the idea of freedom, under which alone it acts.” 42 The Spirit [Geist] “in an aesthetic 

sense is the animating principle in the mind. But what this principle uses to animate [or quicken] 

the soul, the material it employs for this, is what imparts to the mental powers a purposive 

moment, i.e., imparts to them a play which is such that it sustains itself on its own and even 

strengthens the powers for such play.” 43 “It is this feeling of freedom in the play of our cognitive 

powers, a play that yet must also be purposive, which underlies that pleasure which alone is 
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universally communicable although not based on concepts.” 44An exciting breakthrough exists 

when “aesthetic creativity captures that essence” in autonomous play.45 “Because the process 

cannot be explained, it cannot be reduced to a controlled formula, and therefore, the aesthetic idea 

cannot be treated like property, because the spirit which has an innate plasticity cannot be treated 

like the temporal construct of property. An idea, like the spirit, has the ability to mutate.” 46 

Playfulness brings forth atemporal qualities of insight. “Geist” catalyzes the faculty of genius, 

contributing to the participatory quality of minds in touch with other minds and cultivating the 

essence of knowledge.47 Freedom leaves a signature on a product that feels inexhaustibly 

interesting.48 

! The abstract idea furnishes a timeless, aesthetic response because the mind works in 

connection with reason and imagination. Aesthetically driven, ethereal ideas possess qualities of 

infinitude. While imagination represents the ability for image-making, reason provides the 

internal legislation for the creation of abstract ideas, ideas that may be applied to a concept. This 

“aesthetic legislation” intrinsically begets moral code, protecting creativity’s influence on abstract 

ideas. Illustrating aesthetic universality, Kant argues, “The beautiful is what is presented without 

concepts as the object of a universal liking . . . this explication of the beautiful can be inferred 

from the preceding explication of it as object of a liking devoid of all interest. For if someone 

likes something . . . then he cannot help judging that it must contain a basis for being liked [that 

holds] for everyone.” 49 The aesthetic idea creates the “ought” without conceptual basis. Different 

from a cognitive response capable of proof, the aesthetic imperative is an intrinsic response that 

conveys a judgement of non-scientific, constitutive necessity. Not taught or learned, internally 

legislated moral judgement lends itself to reason for productive imagination. An individual “must 

believe he is justified in requiring a similar liking from everyone because he cannot discover, 
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underlying this liking, any private conditions, on which only he might be dependent, so that he 

must regard it as based on what he can presuppose in everyone else as well.” 50 

! The aesthetic imperative is not a cognitive judgement capable of proof. Aesthetic 

judgement exists, not as an image based on a concept, nor connected directly to a cognitive 

judgement. One “should” agree with a subjective standard about a feeling invoked. This essential 

etherial quality of an idea evokes beauty.51 The act of “liking” indicates the mind’s feeling of a 

sense of purpose, that enables a sharing of feeling in a purely subjective state. Aesthetic response 

combined with a subjective feeling revolves around freely moving energy lying at spiritual 

foundations that invokes some standard. This non-conceptual standard underlies an aesthetic 

judgement. Moral law implies a freedom in which the creative moment is purposive without 

specific purpose. Paralleling ethics and aesthetics, genius itself “cannot describe or indicate 

scientifically how it brings about its products, and it is rather as nature that it gives the rule.” 52 

The faculty of genius constitutes both this piece of “aesthetic legislation” and “geist,” an energy 

that has indefinite flexibility outside the vocabulary of things.53 In the development of an aesthetic 

idea, the mind feels a sense of timeless freedom. The product of reason works with imagination. 

Free of particularities, the non-corporeal idea flourishes into inherently abstract innovations.54 

! Kant distinguishes between ideas and concepts, where ideas are inexhaustible and 

infinite, filled with aesthetic energy. Imagination is that of image-making, building the image into 

one. No illustration of an idea can exhaust the idea. While creativity can be nurtured, real 

creativity depends on non-mechanical faculties that involve genius in a beautiful presentation of 

timeless quality, that moves beyond time-dependent state of static technique. The distinctive 

quality of an abstract idea cannot be reduced to a conceived design devised for a specific function 

or end. Philosophy attempts to explain the reason for the “ought” in the explanation of the 

aesthetic imperative. Due to the essentially free-spirited qualities of aesthetic creativity, and 
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creativity’s role in the faculty of understanding, Kant foretells contemporary problems in 

misconstruing the external, temporal-bound qualities of temporal-bound conceptual designs: 

He will talk about the beautiful as if beauty were a characteristic
of the object and the judgment were logical (namely, a cognition 
of the object through concepts of it) even though in fact the
judgment is only aesthetic and refers the object’s presentation 
merely to the subject. He will talk in this way because the
judgment does resemble a logical judgment inasmuch as we may 
presuppose it to be valid for everyone.55 

Issues in the court system partially exist due to misunderstandings about the role of aesthetic 

creativity. Patenting inherently internal processes such as beauty and reason is not possible. The 

philosophical task is to present aesthetic judgement where it legitimately possesses good taste, in 

the sense that one “ought” to like something in purposive orchestration where the mind has a 

feeling to make sense. “Judgement of taste must involve a claim to subjective universality.” To 

this end, universal rules of natural law can not be reducible to concepts.56 

! The exclusion of ideas, as tech patent law currently stands, restricts that which is given in 

nature. What is given in nature, is that “Geniuses, just as the stars, must shine without pay.” 57 

Kant’s interpretation of aesthetic creativity as part of the theory of knowledge helps clarify the 

role of and development of abstract ideas to the exclusion of patentable materials. The theory of 

knowledge orchestrates two rules: aesthetic fine art and the rule of freedom that reason gives the 

imagination to create ideas of abstraction, and technical production discussed in greater detail in 

Chapter 3. The abstract idea entails a moral and aesthetic freedom where time and causality do 

not play a role. Inherently abstract inventions are fueled in part by inherently abstract ideas. The 

basis for abstract ideas lies in the abstractions of both aesthetics and genius. In every kind of 

creative productivity, the element of the unknowable exists, which places creativity beyond the 

reach of patents. Creativity is the rule for producing art, a beautiful production. Protection of an 

idea is counterintuitive. The idea holds an element of the “unknowable,” unknown properties 
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encapsulated in “geist” and driven by purposiveness.58 The incorporeal essence of ideas that 

legislate the origination of patented concepts. Patent exclusions to infinite ideas, conceivably 

hinders policymaking and burdens the courts in the determination of who owns ideas, inherently 

unlimited and nonexclusive. 

! The essence of creativity leaves logical space for the human being to harness culture and 

civility in this communication of knowledge, but also of feeling which plays an essential role to 

the sciences.59 To be civilized is to share intrinsically subjective feelings where the essence of the 

human being is in touch with other minds through “geist,” and the appreciation of artistic 

beauty.60 The universality of beauty fits perfectly in a harmonious operation of meaningful and 

pleasurable experiences, that exceeds the ability of human’s most powerful empirical faculty and 

the intellect to handle. Transcending the world of space, time, numbers, and the empirical world, 

that of aesthetic appreciation illustrates a reinforced freedom aesthetically significant to choice.61 

This aesthetic feeling of awe, a form of “aesthetic ought” in regard to self, is that which allows a 

feeling about the moral law which produces “respect.” 62  Communication with one another allows 

for creativity to flourish. “The aesthetic power of judgement deserves to be called a shared 

sense. . . We could even define taste as the ability to judge something that makes our feeling in a 

given presentation universally communicable without mediation by a concept.” 63  It is the human 

vocation to communicate.64 “A concern for universal communication is something that everyone 

expects and demands from everyone else.” 65Abstract ideas, prolific in the digital data era, 

contribute more often than not to step-by-step progress of the entire group, not the sole 

achievement of an individual.66 Organized technology invention changes the entire process 

where, some critics argue, “The man who finds the needle shows no more ‘genius’ and no more 

ability than the others who are searching different portions of the haystack.” 67 
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! Conceptions about intellectual property may re-craft legalese, regulation, and policy to 

work for the benefit of universal imperatives and the essence of human creative fulfillment. 

Specifically, Kant’s theory of aesthetic creativity allows for regulatory redesign and shift in 

legislative attitudes toward innovation, while protecting individual creative works. Less 

ambiguous concepts, as Chapter 3 describes, limits the scope and claims of patents. Concepts 

illustrate the faculty of understanding drives the elastic limit to what a human imagines. In 

applying his concepts, we may rethink intellectual property’s “business-method process” in 

software interactive design processes that best allows humans the ability to socially, intellectually, 

and economically flourish across borders. This reiterates, then, the necessity to clarify language.68 

! Reframing the philosophical approach in terms of Kant’s universal categorical 

understanding and value system helps provide one theory of knowledge that moves toward a 

proper conception of intellectual property. Fundamental underpinnings encourage a universal 

understanding of innovation and the human factors element to interactive technological 

design.69 Naturally providing the human vocation to communicate, intellectual property is one 

means by which humans may connect and evolve. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CLARIFYING LANGUAGE & LIMITING PATENT SCOPE 

He who receives an idea from me, receives instruction himself 
without lessening mine; as he who light his taper at mine, 
receives light without darkening me.

 - Thomas Jefferson, The Writing of Thomas Jefferson1 

Cleaning Up the Language of Intellectual Property 

The Limits of Patent Law In Connection to The Nature of Ideas 

! At the heart of enforcing a rule-based intellectual property system lies the necessity to 

distinguish between an idea and a product, and what realistically one can claim ownership over. 

This chapter explores how Immanuel Kant’s theory of knowledge informs the conceptual 

confusions riddling the U.S. tech patent system by clearing linguistic ambiguities, allowing for 

minimal manipulation, and disclosing the contradictions. This chapter delineates the scope and 

clarity of the term “concept” and the mechanical processes involved in production. Comparing 

and contrasting linguistically the nature of ideas may prove misleading, when used colloquially 

and when, in reality, the faculty of concepts most accurately suits the need of intellectual property 

patenting. Kant’s theory of knowledge harmonizes incoherencies by reframing the language of 

intellectual property to characterize distinctions between ideas and concepts for the purposes of 

tech patent law. 

! A common language for discourse serves as an instrument of control over public policy 

affairs. It enables legislative gravitas in public communications and protections, supplying the 

wherewithal to address challenges particular to the Knowledge Age. In clarifying the vocabulary 

and the scope of linguistic expressions particular to the evolution of intellectual property, 

clarifying the ambiguity of key terms generates a productive linguistic device. I argue that 

language, for the purposes of effective communication, contains linguistic terms that may be 
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repurposed for the benefits of clarity and conciseness. Rethinking language holds evolutionary 

qualities, like addressing contemporary challenges that the Knowledge Age presents. The 

application of philosophy helps clarify these categorical and metaphysical nuances. Reinforced 

through iteration in civil law, language may serve to clarify, not increase vagueness in an already 

conceptual land mine of complicated and complex thought, riddled with intricacies. Maturing 

language satisfies a purposeful means to the authentic understandings of the mind’s faculties. It 

serves not to further obfuscate. Based upon philosophical expositions, I offer Kant’s interpretation 

of definitive boundaries to the discourse on knowledge that translates the ambiguous language of 

intellectual property into clear, concise, and consistent terminology.2 Furthermore, language 

deciphers incoherencies between ideas and concepts, elucidating the the qualities of intuitively 

artistic development to software that provide for a mechanistic causal approach. To be civilized, 

Kant argues, is to posses a language of discourse.3 

! In the absence of scope and clarity, categorical issues inevitably arise. UC Berkeley 

intellectual property scholar Robin Feldman contends that naturally interpretable language 

provides the ability to “negotiate” traditionally vague tech patents in an inherently abstract 

intellectual property system. Inherently vague language poses challenges to the tech patent 

problem, and an innate desire to clarify linguistic terms exists. She notes, “Even after claim 

construction, the meaning of the claims remains uncertain, not only because of the very real 

prospect of reversal on appeal but because lawyers immediately begin fighting about the meaning 

of the words used to construe the words of the claims.” 4 Pointing out many of the linguistic 

quandaries to the construction of tech intellectual property issues, Feldman further concludes that 

language intrinsically provides the ability to negotiate. Feldman asserts, rethinking patent law 

resides in the human ability to embrace and accept inherent limitations of language and the 

imperfect system that results.5 
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! Be that as it may, this thesis challenges the conventional use of language and time 

fixation in the interpretation of intellectual property. The Kantian theory of knowledge creates a 

shared conception of language where “truth is enshrined in language,” as one philosopher notes.6 

I investigate the essential truth to any invention, the shared conception upon which we would all 

agree, that conception must be represented by words in the patent.7 Once truth is enshrined in 

language, as a commonly accepted form, perhaps then we can better create tests to avoid twisting 

and turning language in a myriad of far-reaching directions. With regard to philosophers who are 

keen to develop clear language use, Kant provides guidelines for useful arts terminology, an 

investigation into how the mind creates aesthetics, and developed language normalcy, highly 

relevant to patent protection. In the realm of patent law, obscure language presents particular 

challenges.8 Challenges in patent law may not be insurmountable with regard to language and the 

way in which policymakers, legalists, and technologists communicate patent’s bounded set of 

rights.9 Where language nuances and interpretations may endure ad infinitum, developing 

stronger and clearer general rules and guidelines from a philosophical perspective can guide 

patent scholars and enable the courts and technologists to commence a linguistic form of 

articulated precedence into their patent law cases.10 The more abstract the form, the greater 

allowability for cryptic reinterpretation that surrounds patents.11 Kant’s theory of knowledge 

lends a clearer understanding surrounding the art and science of patents. 

Differentiation Between Ideas & Concepts 

! Notions of aesthetic creativity fundamentally differ from the mechanics of causal 

productivity. Both ideas and concepts are produced by different faculties and play dissimilar 

roles. The universality of aesthetic creativity, tied to the faculty of reason “The All,” cannot arise 

from concepts.12 The distinctive quality of the idea itself in entirety cannot be reduced to a 

singular form of product design. Inexhaustible possibilities in multiple designs lack theoretical 
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limits to indefinitely expressible ideas. “The consciousness of a law for acting: that the subjective 

principles of actions, i.e. maxims, must always be so taken that they can also hold objectively, i.e. 

universally as principles, and hence serve for our own universal legislation.” 13Such use of 

creativity is the device for, and result of, innovative energy.14 In every kind of creative process, 

the element of the unknowable exists. All creativity must have an aesthetic element, which begets 

feelings of excitement and places creativity that articulates the mind’s possibility, beyond the 

reach of patents. That of aesthetic pleasure and creativity puts minds in touch with other minds in 

an ever interesting array of delight. To share endlessly private feelings in a social realm cannot be 

fathomed by the exchange of a time-bound concept alone.15 “Incumbent upon speculative 

philosophy,” ideas serve concepts in the duty only to “clear the way for practical philosophy.” 16 

! Intuitions aid conceptual thinking. To be sure, “concepts without intuitions are empty.” 17 

Seeking “to deduce a priori synthetic knowledge simply from the unschematized (pure) concepts 

of the understanding,” not unlike what the current patent system demands, is “doomed to fail.” 18 

A conceptual product design involves some form of aesthetic creativity where the faculty of 

concepts produces and actualizes. Aesthetic rules apply directly to the mechanics of causal 

productivity, the rule for producing a world both imagined and understood.  Feelings do not have 

necessary entailments. Concepts generate necessary entailments in an image-based world. 

! The concept as “a logically conditioned aesthetic judgement” is the unique design of a 

specific procedure and the external recognition of the mind’s formal limits.19 The faculty of 

concepts function as “instances,” or substantiations of an idea.20 Time dependent concepts involve 

the category of causality, allowing for systematization. Concerned with conceptual images, these 

rules for organizing images in space and time controls the shape of data, explaining the image 

world. Put in another way, concepts define the spatial/temporal scientific rule for producing the 

mental products of images constructed by rules into understandable images. The rules of image-
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making apply to the temporal condition only work when applied to data on a timeline. “If we 

want to think of a being as rational and endowed with consciousness of its causality with regard 

to its actions, i.e. with a will . . . .” then to the idea of “freedom to every being endowed with 

reason and will” ascribes “this property of determining itself to action . . . .” 21 Concepts, as the 

rule for doing, operate finitely, as mechanical products compelled by the theory of scientific 

judgement that can force a conclusion. The expression of an idea, that of tangible products and 

specific objects, are realized through concepts. A design is the predicator to invention. It exists as 

a combination of the idea and a product in the mechanics of causal productivity.22 

! Tied to temporal sequence, concepts are the category of causality, rules for assembling 

information in time, for the purposes of interpretation. “Causality lies in him as an intelligence 

and in the laws of effects and actions according to principles of an intelligible world, of which he 

may well know nothing more than that solely reason . . . .” 23Time dependent categories are a type 

of sequentialization. The necessary condition to apply the category of causality is that a cause/ 

effect situation occurs in a temporal sequence. The essence of limitless energy in the production 

of ideas uses, not the language of things to converse about creativity, but the articulation of the 

mind’s recognition of the formal limits and procedures of the mind’s own boundaries. Both the 

“phenomenon in the world of sense,” and the subjects of causality “can, and indeed even must, 

take place at the same time.” 24 

! Part of the innate structure of the mind in relation to the static being, is the interpretation 

of identity, as the mind takes incoming data and interprets through a spatial, temporal sequence, 

in the way that the mind is built in causality. The individual must “represent and think of himself 

in this twofold way rests, as regards the first on consciousness of himself as an object affected 

through the senses . . . .” 25The mind is dependent on identity and conscious of time and 

sequence. To put differently, the intelligent mind endowed with will, consequently reflects on 
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itself as subject of causality. Time relativity is consistent with consciousness. He perceives 

himself differently, when “he thinks of himself as an intelligence endowed with a will, and 

consequently with causality.” 26The internalizations of the mind differ from external practicalities, 

“when he perceives himself as a phenomenon in the world of sense (which he actually is as well) 

and subjects his causality, according to external determination, to laws of nature.” 27 

! The mind makes things. “For that a thing in the appearance (belonging to the world of 

sense) is subject to certain laws from which just the same as a thing or a being in itself is 

independent, contains not the least contradiction . . . .” 28  Concept is a biological metaphor of 

"begriff" - to grip. To grip a drawing in process, then allows for controls, and therefore rights 

attached to thinking "denken" about a thing, "ding." Scientific necessity compels universal 

agreement: a priori forms as a force for agreement that cannot deny a conclusion. The theory of 

objectivity of scientific judgement forces a conclusion where “those laws concern him 

immediately and categorically . . . .” 29 Shapes created as part of the empirically-drawn, physical 

world becomes scientifically understandable. Embedded in physics and engineering, the way 

“how” the production of a creative work transforms in to mechanical art. 

! Productivity ensues, as part of the process of knowing what is to be produced and how to 

produce it.  The mechanics of causal productivity in the physics and engineering differs from the 

aesthetic productivity that focuses on the “feeling” for an aesthetic idea. Where creativity in itself 

does not follow rules, the production of rules may enhance creativity.30 The concept is the rule for 

doing, which in simultaneous productivity, protects the element of the known - not the element of 

an idea in the “unknowable” factor. Different from aesthetic productivity, which has a “feel” for 

it, the feeling of the creative idea applies to the mechanics of causal productivity. Once the 

aesthetic idea is established, the marketable product of creative invention in the use of reason 

“belongs to the world of understanding” and allows for productive legislation.31 In causality lies 
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“the laws of effects and actions according to principles of an intelligible world . . . and indeed 

pure reason independent of sensibility, gives the law in it,” as a practical law.32 The principle of 

actions conforms with “the essential characteristic of a rational cause, i.e. with the condition of 

universal validity of the maxim, as a law.” 33The concept takes “outside appearances, in order to 

think of itself as practical.” 34 Order and legislation applies to the world of sense, and “makes 

necessary the concept of an intelligible world.” 35The objective reality, in its formal condition can 

demand a law of operation. Meanwhile, freedom exists as “a mere idea.” 36 

! Essential to invoking intellectualism’s finite property conditions rests in understanding 

the fundamental roles and interdependent relationship between conceptual thinking and intuitive 

ideas. Legislative jurisprudence affectively impacts that which possesses finite and measurable, 

quantifiable metes and bounds. Statutory law minimally influences atemporal, timeless, and 

boundless essences, where the idea legally does not work like a concept, and therefore cannot be 

treated like a tidy concept that produces images.37 To accept that the practicalities of 

contemporary intellectual property legislation currently embodies these two elements, that of the 

eternal essence and that of the conceptual products, is to assume an impossible mission. That is to 

say, the same unattainable task entirely equates to explaining contradictions in “how freedom is 

possible.” A similar overstepping of bounds might be if reason “undertook to explain how pure 

reason can be practical . . . .” 38 That element of freedom, the eternal essence of an idea in what it 

means to be human, can thus “never be comprehended or even just inspected because it can never 

be underpinned by an example of anything analogous.” 39 However, it is within reason to socially 

legislate and legalize “the appearances” over which ideas stand, admitting that behind 

appearances lie “hidden things at the foundation.” 40 Discourse on the theory of knowledge 

conceptually transforms the systematic role of federal policy on the practical use of reason. 

Exploring valid possibilities to operational concepts nurtures an environment upon which the 
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practicalities of insight and innovation rests. Statutory laws protect practical and finite concepts 

for the purposes of protecting the essence of human infinitude.41 

! This chapter intends to provide a blueprint for nailing down the language used in legal 

circles regarding intellectual property. Language clarity and scope encourages rich, not 

excessively malleable, interpretations. Any other use consists of mere temporary and expedient 

remedies to deeper, persistent, and growing moral dilemmas. Applying this language, re-

conceptualizes software patent application, issuing, claims, and policymaking procedures of 

intellectual property at the highest levels. Encouraging a trickle-down effect in intellectual 

property theorizing, may provide suggestions on how the courts may evaluate technology patent 

cases. Ultimately patent law’s private property attributes possess public law implications, where 

protection for inventors, and likewise, the public’s ability to invent are realized.  An investigation 

of Kant’s theory of aesthetic creativity compared to the mechanical principles of causal 

productivity allows for the redesigning of regulatory and legislative attitudes toward innovation. 

The theoretical philosophy of Kant’s theory of knowledge provides a practical dimension to 

policy design and implementation. 

! Kant's theory of knowledge applied to the rules of patent law enables policymakers to 

come to understand that patents results strive for conception, not the ownership of ideas. The 

intellectual property aspect of patents affects the applicability of the legal structures for patents, 

and how patents may exclude others from unreasonable use of the mechanics of causal 

productivity arising from notions of aesthetic creativity. First, the nature of ideas, and more 

specifically, the faculty that both reason and understanding play in creativity, affect patents 

claims. The logical function of reason resides in the formal activity of subsuming propositions 

under ever more general principles in order to systematize, unify, and “bring to completion” the 

knowledge given through the real use of the understanding.42 Next, the concept of property 
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indicates that which implies externality and accessibly, to exclude the private right of control over 

other’s use. Lawyers more specific in their intent to reinforce patent concepts to protect clients 

from exceeding the reasonable tangible boundaries of patent protections, cognize that legal 

protections lie in externalities on a title or basis for a claim that entails a distinction between 

insight and application of property. Sensible patent claims allow for metes and boundaries. Then, 

discoveries may reasonably serve and enhance the greater good of society. 

! Reframing requires the inner conviction to transform the formal constructions in the 

means to communicate traditional patent system, into concise terms and understandable 

definitions. Innovation depends on ideas, yet ideas depend on patent protection in our current 

intellectual property legal schema. Systematic change begins with the grit and fortitude to 

overhaul a malfunctioning system, in order to sustain the increasing demands of the Knowledge 

Age. 

! A limit to one's ownership of what is considered intellectual property in the strictest of 

terms, and where that limit ends, creates a case for societal rights and benefits.43 Thomas 

Jefferson once said, “He who receives an idea from me, receives instruction himself without 

lessening mine; as he who lights his taper at mine, receives light without darkening me.” 44 In 

other words, free will is a will under moral laws “that must be presupposed as a property of 

rational wills” acting under the idea that freedom that cannot be taken away.45 That is to say, 

another “cannot infringe the laws of his willing as an intelligence; even to the extent that he does 

not answer for the former or attribute them to his actual self . . . .” 46 Kant’s concepts captures a 

universalism that transcends community boundaries and respects the richness of human insight.47 

Abstractions live at the higher level on more universal terms, whereas the necessity for 

particularities, where “the finite is nested within the infinite,” lie inside of abstractions and exist at 

the localized level.48 Inquiring about the point at which societal benefits supersede the private 
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control of an invention / patent over another’s use, leaves opportunity for another in depth 

examination of societal good over private protections where “threats on creativity and 

innovation . . . do not promote flourishing.” 49 Ideologically, the notion that “geniuses, just as the 

stars, must shine without pay” translates to the public’s just claim to universal abstractions.50 

Private property ownership rights conceptually exists at the point of reductive production. 
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CHAPTER 4
 

ALTERING THE PATENT LANDSCAPE
 

Ideas are not set in stone. When exposed to thoughtful people, 
they morph and adapt into their most potent form. 

- TED, Ideas Worth Spreading1 

! Kant’s theory of knowledge promotes a regulatory climate that is appropriately sensitive 

to Knowledge Age dilemmas and the ways in which litigation and legislation serve to promote a 

culture based on human dignity, the real engine that drives economic and innovative growth. The 

ideal, democratic governance approaches software innovation for the purposes of the human 

imperative. Kant's theory of knowledge lies in the context of good governance which promotes 

human autonomy and the pursuit of happiness, which is to say, the ability of the human to live to 

his or her fullest potential. In short, the purposefulness of patent law does not serve solely the 

context of societal innovation, nor does patent law’s purpose exist in an isolated context to 

provide the necessary, best means for maximizing economic growth. Rather, patent law exists in 

the discerning context of reinforcing notions of human dignity. 

! Through balancing private rights with societal welfare, for the good of human progress as 

a whole, Kant’s theory of knowledge serves individual and societal means. The duty to live to 

maximize human autonomy and dignity encourages not only economic growth as a means for the 

pursuit of happiness, or solely creative output that teeters on copying as a means for the pursuit of 

happiness, but an optimal blend of creative output and economic growth, that enhances human 

dignity, not at the sacrifice of one over the other. Current conditions illustrate patent reform for 

other end goals. The demands for strong patent exclusions furnish creators’ rights to intellectual 

property protection in a laissez-faire environment for perceived economic well-being. Altogether 
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removing or weakening intellectual property protections opens innovation to short-term 

prosperity. 

! For instance, suppose we investigate the economic ramifications (and the “freshwater” 

theories that some economists portend) of free market forces naturally driving patent law.2 In 

essence, this belief that “enforces the private protections of patents for economic gain” generally 

adheres to the conservative, status quo operation with a general bias explicitly toward large 

corporations who have greater political pull than the high-risk, creative entrepreneurial tech firms 

who generally lead innovative projects with greater economic return in the long-term. The current 

situation that stifles tech innovation then tends to benefit large, private corporate interests. The 

relationship pervades the tech industry with repercussions extending into the legal and global 

economic system. The current patent system incites individual and corporate patent holders to 

protect themselves at the sacrifice of what may be good for the larger community.3 Non-practicing 

entities also find loopholes in the system to exploit. Patent holders with the greatest economic 

pull, powerfully dictate the force of private property in the market by maximizing the protections 

created to acknowledge inventor rights. Monopolies reign over property-making ideas in this self-

regulating economic imperative built on quasi “free-market forces.” 

! That is to say, one school promotes economic well-being through strong intellectual 

property protections of creator's rights, asserting that the free-market will eventually promote 

economic progress and harmony through vertical and horizontal integration. This argument 

asserts that protection of the innovator's rights at the exclusion of others, and the ability to receive 

compensation, that then allows the innovator to continue to create new ideas. Inherent flaws exist 

in the rationalizations of the current patent system. Invoking private property rights over the 

mind’s internalizations of creative aesthetics as well as the external properties of the conceptual 

causal mechanics flags strong reasons for concern. Overly-broad patents then presumably protect 
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obvious and less novel “inventions.” Qualifications of novelty and non-obviousness categories, in 

themselves, raise contentions that further leave room for counterproductively nebulous 

interpretations of patent claims. Dodgy issues then constitute an unstable system, leaving much to 

be desired in the realm of innovation where the creative autonomy of all individuals may not be 

fully realized. Innovation respectably occurs when creativity is balanced against the protection of 

patents that allow for flexibility, stability, revenue generation, and regard for a judicious system.4 

The consequences to an inflexible system results in a universal lack of regard for a damaged, ad 

hoc program where patent wars stifle the meaningful intent to innovate and produce. The broken 

patent system serves as extraordinary protection for a only few. Protections for certain 

autonomous entities exist, yet not for the purposes of maximizing autonomy of all individuals. A 

well-reasoned contention against the patent system, as it currently stands today, lies in hindering 

creative output because it fails to act at its most optimal level. To remember, “In the kingdom of 

ends everything has either a price, or a dignity. What has a price can be replaced with something 

else, as its equivalent; whereas what is elevated above any price, and hence allows of no 

equivalent, has a dignity.” 5 Dignity remains the value the reigns supreme. Extraordinary 

protections for a select few, at the highest tiers, result in the less satisfactory minimal progress for 

the well-being of the whole.6 

! Examine, also, the ramifications of the argument on the other side, where some legislators 

and economists consider creativity the highest and best value. Highly innovative companies 

encourage a socially collaborative environment that pushes conventional norms. Presumably, in 

order to best maximize innovation, then patents should be removed in the software industry 

where development is highest and where borrowing of information is essential.7 The justification 

for the lack of tech patents is because the most innovative ideas, largely occurs in community, if 

recent studies correctly reflect the cultural, societal, and economic situation.8 Supporters also 
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contend that removing software patent protections reduce the problematic multiple and 

simultaneous invention claims.9 Tech entrepreneurs often perceive the function of software 

patents as a purposeless reinforcement to traditional intellectual property beliefs.10 Understanding 

the nature of innovation, then reinforces the notion that ideas occur through borrowing of other 

ideas and sharing of ideas, and thus, in general may not be novel or obvious.11 Removing 

software patent protections may stimulate the economy short-term. Forego the ability to patent 

software, the theory goes, and innovation will be maximized.12 Fostering inventiveness and 

creativity provide the real engine for economic growth. 

! Severe implementation of this line of thought implies unfavorable consequences. If good 

governance decided to remove software patents altogether, claiming an end goal of purely open, 

creative ideas and innovative gains, these erased legal protections for creators would completely 

transgress on the free culture of human dignity.13 The notion “makes use of another human being 

[and his/her ideas] merely as a means,” and conflicts “with the principle of other human beings 

can be seen more distinctly if one introduces examples of attacks on the freedom and property of 

others.” 14  Removing patents from software development defines a system that heightens entitled 

copycatting. Blatant weakening of research and development, a formalized standards 

infrastructure, or regard for reasonable ownership claims, including incentive appreciation or 

acknowledgement of innovation, operate at the sacrifice and expense of inventors. Bare 

minimums in compensation as well as respect would result.15 “For then it is clear that the 

transgressor of the rights of human beings is disposed to make use of the person of others merely 

as a means, without taking into consideration that, as rational beings, they are always to be 

esteemed at the same time as ends, i.e. only as beings who must, of just the same action, also be 

able to contain in themselves the end.” 16 In essence, America’s “free” culture would not be 

precisely free but slavishly chaotic toward disorderly imitation in a “free-for-all” culture, where 
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patents would garner the same respect for intellectual property as those countries who hold 

minimal respect for the human ability to create as well as produce.17 Prolific mimicking, without 

recourse, does not produce new goods “in harmony with humanity.” 18 

! The above suggests two polar critiques of morals. Designed to call forth the virtues worth 

admiring, the conventional patent system emphasizes the purposes of intellectualism as a function 

of real, private property. It attempts to recognize the excellence of the best innovators, confer on 

the greats, and attribute status that goes to geniuses. If creators cannot protect their free right to 

think, the autonomy of all individuals is not maximized.19 Still, for all of the rhetoric used to 

defend it, the status quo satisfies neither the value of maximized economic or innovative 

incentive. The other argument nurtures a collaborative, open-exchange of ideas, and thus, a 

decreased dependence on software patents. Supporters reason that the innovative qualities of 

production are the values worth honoring, admiring, and recognizing. The just distribution of 

ideas is the necessary and essential to the achievement of production. This discussion about a fair 

and unfair advantage questions, not only those values considered essential compared to those 

considered incidental, but poses issues about  justice and the abilities worthy of honor and the 

recognition of talents.20 

! Both schools of thought reach consensus on several issues: the current U.S. patent system 

may not augment software development; innovation critically sustains economic growth; and 

finally, that progress and viability establishes community well-being. While the universals remain 

uncontested; the means to reach the end goal, and precisely the end result differs.21 Justice 

requires grappling with the essential nature of the activity, and the qualities connected with the 

activity that are worthy of honor and recognition. As Michael Sandel notes, “elevating the terms 

of political discourse, means engaging directly with moral convictions.” 22 I contend that “Just 

right” patent protections emphasize the human vocation to communicate. Social communication 
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maximizes human autonomy and reinforces democratic governance. If not acting in regard to a 

moral conviction of these higher claims, Kant asks: 

What is it, then, that entitles a morally good disposition or virtue
to make such high claims? It is nothing less than the share it
obtains for a rational being in universal legislation, by which it
makes it fit to be a member of a possible kingdom of ends, which 
it was already destined to be by its own nature, as an end in itself 
and precisely in virtue of this as legislating in the kingdom of 
ends, as free with regard to all laws of nature, obeying only those
that it itself gives and according to which its maxims can belong 
to a universal legislation (to which he, at the same time, [4:436] 
subjects himself ).23 

The universal legislation that reigns supreme, above all the contentions among those who argue 

for property rights and those who argue for creativity, is the maxim that human dignity and 

autonomy are the necessary ingredients for the pursuit of happiness. Patents are the necessary 

means for recognizing talent and ingenuity, as patent’s appropriate use  are the means for 

encouraging creativity. Recenter the question around human dignity and autonomy, based on 

Kant's theory that individuals are ends in themselves, not the mere means of others, and this 

alternative framework anchors the appropriate purposefulness of patent law. Rather than arguing 

for one of two tracks, or for the setting the value of innovation over the economic efficacy of 

overly-broad property protections, then human dignity and autonomy justly serves as the primary 

ends to moral politics. Patents may effectively recognize the excellence of the best innovators and 

attribute status that geniuses deserve, through the means of conceptual production. 

! In this context, a direct discussion about justice suggests that corollary solutions honor 

both the genius as well as production, providing a workable approach to enhanced creation of 

Knowledge products. Kant’s theory of knowledge helps minimize the issuing of vague patents, 

where both schools of thought attempt to promote economic well being and the values that both 

extremes espouse. While some vague patenting likely continues due in part to the depth and 
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richness of language, the epistemological obscurity may be minimized during an era of prolific 

idea generation. Optimal solutions lie in “the idea of the will of every rational being universally 

legislating.” 24 In maximizing autonomy for all individuals, Kant’s theory of knowledge helps 

delineate the “concepts” that may be considered external property and the “ideas” that may not. 

Free culture’s maximized autonomy translates into a socially motivated innovative imperative 

with “humanity, as an end in itself.” 25  Judicious discernment of the consequences to 

implementing means that most enables normative rules of human dignity allows for the greatest 

sustainability.26 

! Human dignity, properly understood, is the core reason why innovation and economic 

gains drive policy arguments. Correctly stated, key values grow out of concern for the more 

fundamental value of human autonomy and dignity. Well-reasoned patent legislation and a system 

of essential tech standards system, therefore, flourishes out of this normative end and from 

support of epistemological development, conceptually speaking. Before conflicts even arose to 

the level of discussion between property protection and innovative concerns, understanding that 

the values of free-thought, free-market, free culture, all exist within the context of human dignity, 

allows for productive resolution. Knowledge, the new durable good, calls for a different 

systematic response to establishing long-term economic progress and sustainable progress. 

Epistemological conceptualizations may serve to maximize human autonomy and dignity in 

providing balanced protections for both societal open-innovation and the act of exclusive rights 

for a developing, advanced IT ecosystem. In this way, high-growth, innovation-based tech 

entrepreneurship may help address the “grand challenges” of the 21st century. Government 

regulatory concerns toward building an open, competitive business environment can better 

establish a vision and culture for American innovation. Immanuel Kant’s theory of knowledge 

clears the ambiguities of language, allows for minimal manipulation, and discloses the 
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contradictions in contemporary notions of knowledge.27 Tech patent policy initiatives enhance 

innovative means. The broad questions suggest finding the right type of governance that reflects a 

balanced approach between the public welfare and private interest as well as  to the theory of 

knowledge and innovative means where the future of law “works with code, and code works with 

law” in complementary form.28 ! 

! As of this writing, policy initiatives begin to thoughtfully address growing concerns 

toward patent regulatory affairs. Still, the political moralists duty is to implement the technical 

task, not ensure the moral task of moral politicians.29 “That kings should be philosophers, or 

philosophers kings is neither to be expected nor to be desired, for the possession of power 

inevitably corrupts reason’s free judgment. However, that kings or sovereign peoples (who rule 

themselves by laws of equality) should not allow the class of philosophers to disappear or to be 

silent, but should permit them to speak publicly is indispensable to the enlightenment of their 

affairs.” 30These answers encourage the most agreeable, most sustainable, tactical solutions to 

arise. 

! The collaboration of multidisciplinary studies and solutions results in a summary of 

advisory opinions that encourage sensible, balanced government policies to protect creative 

innovations. Solutions that promote intellectual property rights in a tech knowledge age exist 

beyond the USPTO office have global tech ramifications and remain an area of ongoing 

discussion for policymakers, legislators, legalists, and technologists.31 Kant’s theory of 

knowledge supports a universal understanding of intellectual property development. Regarding 

legal doctrines and acts, methods of “function patents” pervade.32 Beginning with the linguistic 

difference between ideas and concepts, Kant’s theory of knowledge provides general support for 

the USPTO response to “step” or “means plus function claims” 33 in defining the empirical 
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evidence behind most software patent suits.34 Some legalists dispute the numerus clausus 

principle.35 

! Adequate tech innovation provisions stimulate the economy while still protecting the 

rights of the inventor. General tech industry standards in software development, tech innovation 

clusters, innovation teams change research and development initiatives.36 “Standards-Essential 

Patents” called F/RAND protect innovations that are incorporated into broader technologies 

which an entire industry agrees to use, like Wi-Fi or 3G. Governed by agreements and rules that 

have not been thoroughly tested in the courts, these industry patents encourage technology 

standards. Companies that hold patent claims gain financially from others who pay for its use. 

The trade-off for companies trading in their patents to the standards F/RAND and foreseeable 

income, is that they adhere to agreements and rules to prevent them from price gouging. Holders 

of standards-essential patents agree to license their patents on terms that are considered “fair, 

reasonable and nondiscriminatory.” 37While what constitutes “fair and reasonable” pricing leaves 

much room for debate, the law surrounding standard-essential patents are murky.38 The consensus 

among policymakers on the perils of using standard patents as competitive weapons continues to 

build.39 The Senate Judiciary Committee recently held hearings over key issues concerning these 

patents, when owners were able to force other companies to halt sales, rather than pay fees. The 

tech world continually responds to industry-wide standards-based implementation of natural 

human factor responses to tech. In promoting innovative availability, the tech industry responded 

to the litigious atmosphere that stymies innovation with TRIP, as one method for encouraging free 

and open tech development.40 

! Other recommendations suggest quality patent claims by developing specificity, by 

description and means, and tighter patent limitations. Critics also argue for a shorter tech patent 

software lifespan, because “10 years is an eternity, and 6 months in tech is a lifetime.” 41 Reduced 
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patent lifespans also decrease multi-nested claims.42  Protecting intellectual property rights in the 

tech Knowledge Age promotes competitive markets and spurs productive entrepreneurship.43 

Ongoing communication leads to knowledge gains, which continually reinforce what it means to 

be human. The best maximized human imperative leads to the least waste, greatest societal 

effectiveness in economic growth, and the human imperative to innovate.44 

! Society culturally progresses, where the 18th century marked the Age of Reason, a period 

when Kant was most prolific in his theory of knowledge as his work characterized the prevailing 

belief in the use of reason, particularly in England and France. By the 20th century, the Age of 

Industry reigned and in the 21st century, society progresses from the digital to Information age, 

transitioning securely into the Age of Knowledge. In reinforcing Kant’s epistemological theories, 

society moves from that of reason, to understanding, and then to knowledge dissemination. Based 

on the fundamentals of reason, knowledge prolificacy marks reason and conceptual thinking in 

contemporary times where this more holistic thought process naturally raises questions about 

production and genius.45! 

! Applying the fundamentals of knowledge, tactical patent agendas work to reinforce 

respect for appropriate governance in the age of intellectual property with efficacy. Kant’s theory 

of knowledge fills in the gaps to responsive policymaking and regulation, clarifying the durable 

good on the foundational concept of what it means to be human in the fullest sense of self and 

that of greatest autonomy. The multidisciplinary, intelligent approach addresses the commodity of 

intellectual property in a Knowledge Age that emphasizes the metaphysics for morals of 

appropriate governance. Returning to epistemological origins unwraps the mysteries and 

abstractions of the durable good that plagues the contemporary interpretations of technical code. 

Fundamentally redefined, the durable good avails itself for the appropriate use of ideas and 

concepts both from restructuring statutory law and optimal governance, allowing citizens to live 
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with dignity. What it means to be human in the fullest sense combines natural laws from above, 

autonomy from within, and protection of the durable good created by humans. The 

multidisciplinary connection of legislation, regulation, technology, and economics lies in the 

creative innovation that rests on the precepts of moral autonomy. To reflect changing times, 

restructured policy initiatives ask the courts, not necessarily to grant new substantive rights, but 

rather, to enforce the purposeful procedural device for which patents have been created, in a 

manner that produces optimal results. Intellectual property propagates free culture, reinforcing the 

human imperative to readily create new ideas. 

! Innovation remains a central driver for economic prosperity and social development.46 

Economies that can effectively foster and commercialize innovations will grow faster, generate 

more jobs, and higher living standards.47 A creative force for new ways of innovating in 

collaborative, open environments, individuals may share objectives, discuss, and track the serial 

innovations that result from all parties including consumers, producers, and creators.48 Leadership 

enables points of mutual self-interest that create new networked partnerships, collaborative 

projects, and encourage technological development. Relationships build on this level of trust and 

social engagement. Creating value by initiating ideas, allows for change-agents to develop strong 

and scalable business-cases, as well as innovative pilot programs that may be launched (See 

APPENDIX II - 3. Closed/Open Innovation/Progress, p. 60). 

! Additional design-oriented research illustrates how epistemology is not the only means 

for a strategy to encourage American innovation. Successful innovation demands creative 

improvisation.49 Studies show that aspects of serious play, positive relationships, personal 

contentment, meaningfulness and authenticity leads to genius.50 Responsible government 

initiatives encourage an infrastructure for the pursuit of happiness that seeks contentment for its 
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citizens and the development of desires and peace, not necessarily driven by financial or 

materialistic rewards, but encourages internal measures of creative policies that encourage the 

development of “geist.” The digital universe creates a new culture, a culture which we have the 

imperative to respond to. Technology acts as a means to this system designed to advance 

innovation for the purpose of freeing culture.51 It is should not be used to thwart the advance of 

innovation. Technology is the byproduct of human development. 52 To this end, a measurement of 

gross national happiness (GNH) in some countries remains a responsibility of the government to 

ensure happiness, not wealth, as a byproduct of human autonomy and dignity, which then 

reinforces creative output. An environment where citizens may freely and conscientiously pursue 

their form of happiness plays into the enjoyment of new experiences, relationships with friends 

and family, meaningful experiences, and feelings of appreciation. An interdependence with each 

other and the natural environment, social bonding, social interaction, cooperation, and the human 

vocation to communicate encourages the partially cultivated skill of pursuing happiness.53 

The Chimera : A Visionary Conclusion 

! A paradigm shift exists in information conveyance. New offerings and new competitors 

change the business model on how to be successful. Living in a well-connected, digital universe 

noticeably leads to temporal existences. Where innovation occurs regularly, consistency appears 

less systematic. Thus we learn to embrace and evolve in the process, to adapt a culture of 

empathy, and to observe the human factors element behind the issues we attempt to solve. 

Linking ideas to observations, innovation results. Antiquated implementation of an intellectual 

property legal system on a philosophical foundation could be improved to encourage the aesthetic 

creativity, design thinking culture, one where the culture of creative confidence becomes the new 

norms.54 Re-engaging people to achieve self-authorship and self-efficacy, rekindles creative 
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confidence. Radical collaboration enables teams to become more facile and delight in following 

intuition. The essential idea of freedom enables aesthetic creativity.55 

! At the foundation of freedom lies our ability to communicate freely. Capturing and 

sharing digital technology distributes the data content that enhances the information and 

knowledge dissemination and proactively advances the transmission of ideas. In this way, the 

interchange of thoughts and opinions liberates society, as it is the human vocation to 

communicate freely.56 Where patent law and digital technology cannot cease the exchange of 

ideas all together, the liberation of content continues to rapidly fuel the power and fidelity of 

digital technology. 57 Common sense in the craft of human flourishing supersedes the ambition to 

control. Creativity, applied to democracy, enables a broad range of citizens to use technology to 

express, criticize, and contribute to universal cultural norms and that which re-enforces human 

dignity.58 

! Ideas have the power to transform.59 “The power of intellectual property is at its greatest 

in world history. This new cultural change creates a realistic expectation that simultaneous 

invention occurs as the norm, not the exception.” 60  Policymaking for innovation and design 

thinking allows for free-flow of information, the development of free culture, and creativity and 

innovation. It is innovation of American culture, in that of NASA’s space ship, progress in 

development and mass manufacturing of Ford automobiles, the Wright brother’s airplane, and 

Steve Job’s iPhone that spurs economic development (See APPENDIX II -  2. Waves of 

Innovation, p. 59). “In this manner, nature guarantees perpetual peace by the mechanisms of 

human passions.” 61 
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APPENDIX I
 

CURRENT PATENT TRENDS
 

As of April 1, 2013 

! While the contentions between the relationship of creativity and property in tech patents 

persist, tech patent developments make headline news daily.  Mega technology corporations 

increase their patent arsenal. Apple patents a smart pen and iPhone ‘wrap-around’ interface. 

Microsoft receives three design patents protecting look and layout. Three days ago Google 

pledged a patent shield for open source technologies, offering patent amnesty for open source 

projects. Their Open Patent Non-Assertion (OPN) Pledge commits to decreasing patent threats 

around open-source software (OSS) by providing a robust defensive against patent aggression. 

Companies promise not to sue over patents unless first attacked. Agreements across tech firms are 

designed to supplement existing OSS licensing alternatives and serve as a supplemental solution 

to creative innovation in response to recent developments in the patent marketplace. 

! Other developments this week include the USPTO issuing stricter guidelines to 

examiners, reiterating the need for “clear articulation of the reasons why a claimed invention 

would have been obvious” and guidelines that involve factors of patent predictability. The 

USPTO continues an experimental process of tech patent regulation trial-and-error. Additionally, 

patent activity remains highest in the “Computers and peripherals” category. This classification 

obtained the largest, overall volume of patents for the fourth straight year, reported Thomson 

Reuters. Monthly tech patent conferences attract CEOs from major tech corporations to discuss 

emerging and mission critical IP issues. Panel forums like The 21st Annual Fordham Intellectual 

Property Law & Policy Conference scheduled in New York City, April 2013, provide the most up-

to-date coverage on trending challenges, while attempting to direct the patent monetizing 

situation and assess the evolving patent landscape in a tech ecosystem that moves at warp speed. 
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APPENDIX II
 

ILLUSTRATION
 

1. Innovation for Sustainable Growth and Quality Jobs 

Source: A Strategy for American Innovation: Driving Towards Sustainable Growth and Quality Jobs,”
Innovation for Sustainable Growth, Executive Summary, National Economic Council, White
House. September 2009. http://www.whitehouse.gov/administration/eop/nec/
StrategyforAmericanInnovation 
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ILLUSTRATION 

2. Waves of Innovation 

Source: “Figure 2: Waves of Innovation of the First Industrial Revolution,” Natural Edge Project, http:// 
www.naturaledgeproject.net/Keynote.aspx. 
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ILLUSTRATION 

3. Closed / Open Models of Progress / Innovation 

Source: “Mosh Pit as Innovation Model,” Creating Passionate Users, http://headrush.typepad.com/ 
creating_passionate_users/2006/06/mosh_pit_as_inn.html, (accessed April 1, 2013). 
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foundation in developing solid intellectual property legislation suffers because, “The theoretical life has lost
its status,” and is unable to lend itself to determining critical definitions like the “nature of ideas” to 
approach everyday problems. “Now the scientist scrambles to recover his position as the perfection of what
all men want to be; but what all men want to be has changed, undermining the natural harmony between 
science and society.” Bloom, Closing of the American Mind, 182. 
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opportunities that could be extraordinarily valuable. We should embrace a system that recognizes the truth 
in both technology and the discipline of law.” “We had in our Constitution a commitment to free culture.”
Policymakers cannot renounce that commitment. Ibid., 246. Lessig, The Future of Ideas. 
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60 Ibid.; Simultaneous invention covered in a variety of articles: Malcolm Gladwell, “In the Air :
Who Says Big Ideas are Rare?” The New Yorker, May 12, 2008, http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/
2008/05/12/080512fa_fact_gladwell/?currentPage=all (accessed March 29, 2013); Scott Berkun, The Myths 
of Invention (Online Digital : O’Reilly Media, Inc., 2007), http://my.safaribooksonline.com/book/ 
innovation/9780596527051 (accessed March 29, 2013). 

61 Kant, Perpetual Peace, 32. 
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